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As the electronic whiteboards is getting more spread and more brands are created, the
demands of a standard is growing. Still no standard is made for electronic whiteboards
towards application programmers. A study of which whiteboard is the most suitable for higher
education, in our case a technical university is made.

This paper describes a framework to gain loose coupling and a standard to interact with
electronic whiteboard events. It builds a framework follows a specific pattern to standardlize
implementation in application.

It also describes how the whiteboard drivers can configure themselves into one logic
whiteboard. The electronic whiteboards are still very small units, not enough to teach at a
University level with many participants, either remote or locally. A collection of whiteboards
has to be handled due to many of those electronic whiteboards are somewhat small and
several whiteboards should be able to act like one for the participants.

Projection utilities is needed to hide those differences in manufacturers drivers or if there is no
projection provided in those drivers. The projection implementation has a disadvantage of a
certain need for native code. A virtual keyboard has been created to provide a generic
keyboard on the whiteboard. It has the advantage to maintain the same structure and
functionality for all different kinds of boards.

This paper also discusses the technical users, non technical users and student view of having a
projected or un-projected whiteboards.
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The ability to interact and submit courses over the network has until now been limited to
video, voice and a computer syntesised whiteboard. The whiteboard used is a window on a
computer and drawings are made by mouse. For traditional lectures and teachers is this a
handicap, they are used to have lot of drawing space and simple tools, whiteboard pens and
eraser. Lecture notes for students and others are old demands from the participants. Save the
lecture notes from the whiteboard is therefore an old achievement. An application from CDT,
Marratech AB called Marratech Pro can satisfy all above named demands, though it cannot be
used with a whiteboard whithout projection. They use a utility called mWhiteboard which is a
computerized whiteboard, drawing using a mouse and drawings is distributed within a
multicast group.

The project goal is to investigate hardware, such as an electronic whiteboard suitable for
communicating in our environment. The whiteboard should also meet our demands,
�����������	�
�����������������������������
����������	�
���
��������, in the Study
chapter.

The usage in our environment is considered as a main goal of this project. The environment is
University and graduate courses. The importance is that the electronic white board can act as
a normal whiteboard and still distribute data over the net. More exactly as normal as it is
possible to make this technique transparent to the user of those whiteboards. For more
advanced users the whiteboard has to be an enhanced whiteboard with many extended
capabilities. Such capabilities could be an UML, Unified Model Language, notation converter
that converts inheritance etc automatically. Such capabilities must bee seen as enhancement in
future development and are not covered in this work. The framework for enhancement such as
UML notation converters should be implemented, preferably as a plug-in framework.

The work is integrated in Marratech Pro application and integrated with the mWhiteboard, but
this must be investigated if it is possible. Though it is preferable to integrate this project into
mWhiteboard.

When whiteboard applications is written, today the programmer need to implement every
single driver in order to make each whiteboard to work. It would be better to have one driver,
which many applications could use. Therefore it should be a loose connection between
whiteboard application and the whiteboard driver.

The implementation is based on the Java language. Extensions as native C or C++ are allowed
if properly motivated.
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The following goals where set to study and diffrentiate the whiteboards.

•  Ability to write in different colors
•  Erase with a standard soft eraser
•  Real time communication
•  Easy to use
•  Easy to implement software, ex a API for the current board
•  A whiteboard size of a currently used whiteboard at the Luleå Technical University,

Institution in Skellefteå. Approximately h: 1.5 meter, w: 5 meter.
•  Wall Mounting
•  Acceptable price level
•  Easy to navigate between hardware implemented options

The research of finding an Electronic Whiteboard by that fulfills the above requirements is
not an easy task. An exhaustively search on the Internet was made. The following Electronic
Whiteboards where found.

•  ����$���, from a division of Microfield Graphics, Inc
•  http://www.softboard.com/

•  ��
�, from Microtouch, Inc
•  http://www.microtouch.com/

•  �"��$���, from SMART Technologies, Inc
•  http://www.smarttech.com/

All of the boards above have a different approach against an Electronic Whiteboard
implementation. The Electronic Whiteboards who are evaluated has no back plane projector
configuration due to high prices.

����������
�%���
�������

The main issues when testing the whiteboards have been requirements for real-time
communication between the whiteboard and the computer, and the real-life usage.
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SoftBoard tracks the color markers as the move on the surface of the SoftBoard. Infrared
lasers scan just above the writing area. The dry-erase markers are equipped with a reflection
point and a barcode. When the pen tip intersects the laser beams, the on-board processor
determines the marker’s color and position. The on-board processor transfer data by a serial
communication line. The advantage over pressure sensitivity boards is that the surface is hard.
They claim that surface is more persistent and holds for a longer time.

������
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Not present in this study. Futher work would likly to include this interresting whiteboard.
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SmartBoard uses a touch sensitive board to determine drawing activities. It uses two resistive
sheets separated by air. It has also optical sensors in the Pen Tray to determine which pen-
color is currently in use. The dry-eraser is also dedicated to an optical sensor. The connection
is using serial communication. All pens and erasers are allowed.

������
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SmartBoard is comes with program discs, drivers and a utility program. They have a set of
DLLs which registers com objects. A Java API must be ordered specifically. The whiteboard
is somewhat less good in touch sensitivity than Ibid. The optical recognition of which pen is
used is better than Ibid. But you can fool SmartBoard by taking two pens and the color is
always the last pen taken. It uses a standard RS232 interface for communication. Response
time rather is good.. For real-time communication purposes this whiteboard is quite sufficient.
The provided Java API, is not the best, but has good support. The API did not work well on a
NT 4.0 machine. A mail to the support and the API was fixed!
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Ibid is touch sensitive. All commands, such as color, using eraser etc. is determined by user
input in a side panel of buttons. Real-time communication is possible by a serial port. It uses
standard dry eraser.

������
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The Ibid comes with a set of programs. My framework only needs two files from that set. The
Ibid VXD file and a DLL. Those files must be used if any API call is to be made. The
Whiteboard itself is very stable, but it is reflecting a lot of light. It uses a standard RS232
interface for communication. Response time for the Ibid Whiteboard is very good. Though a
major problem is the fact that user has to press an icon which color etc. which s/he is currently
using. The API provided is written is C, and needs to be revised but it is quite functional for
our purposes. The implementation in Java native classes is a need.
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Requirement SmartBoard(580) Ibid(600) SoftBoard(200)
Ability to write in different colors Yes Yes Yes
Erase with a standard soft eraser Yes, but the size must be set in

some kind of way (and it must be
placed into the eraser container)

Yes, but size must be set and a
special button must be set to
notify whiteboard that erasing
is in progress.

No

Erase using other than a soft eraser, ex a hand No Yes, same as above. No
Ability to implement or have a way of taking
snapshots of contents in whiteboard area

Yes Yes Yes

Real time communication Yes Yes Yes
Easy to use Yes, very due to dedicated pen,

and eraser.
No, it demands to much from
user

Yes, very due to encoded pen, and
eraser.

Easy to implement software, ex a API for the
current board

Yes, it has a Java API which
connects to their drivers. But they
are very unstable and somewhat
unusable, updates it to come.

Yes, Microtouch is supplying
with an API and
documentation of the serial
communication protocol.
Though it needs native classes
and therefore not considered
platform independent.

Unknown

Size requirement h:1.5m, w:5m No, Largest is h:85 cm , w:152 cm No, Largest is h:119 cm ,
w:170 cm

No, Largest is h:99cm , w:103cm

Wall Mounting Yes Yes Yes
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A small general discussion about electronic whiteboards and their use.

��/���
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When using a touch sensitive whiteboard as a large touch screen, projecting a computer
image, it is called whiteboard projection. Projection on whiteboards has its advantage to
extend the old whiteboard. It is possible to use advanced graphical generation to display.
Functionality to use large amount of processor to calculate and present it in a pedagogic way.
Interaction between several participants.  It certainly has the potential to fasten up education
time and lighten the work for the teachers. It also gives new possibilities to, in real-time, do
previously complex task easily. Is this an advantage in near future or is it a disadvantage and
it will separate students and teachers?

��0�����������
��������
A projected whiteboard can act like an extension to an ordinary computer display, which
makes it possible to manage a browser from the whiteboard for example. A teacher has the
ability to use all the computer facilities as he or she uses at work. It can be used to exemplify
a graph, just type in the formula and the computer would process it and display a graph. It
would be an easy task to describe how the formula works, due to if the teacher changes the
formula the graph changes.

The teacher can do animations and interactive programs to visualize a problem and the
solution. Ability to use a computer program as a tool to describe a problem or a solution, for
example debugging a algorithm in a debugger, view registers and variables showing execution
progress etc. If a teacher has poor handwriting the computer connected to the whiteboard
could actually enhance the writing.

���
�
���������
There is a large group of whiteboard users that are not interested in such technologies. It is the
traditional users. How does the electronic whiteboard help them to spread their thoughts on a
whiteboard throughout the world. Well I would dare to say; - The projection is not a solution,
hide the technologies as far as possible from the person it self but still remote participants can
view and alter their drawings. Make the whiteboard as “normal” as possible, no buttons, not
touch buttons on the whiteboard, just plain whiteboard which can reflect colors drawings and
eraser usage.

��������0
�2
When projected whiteboards can act in sun lighted environment, have the same resolution as
in a real world pen and looks like an ordinary whiteboard many students may accept it. But
current whiteboards are not that good, as a result a large amount of students will get disturbed
and therefore not get full attention of what the teacher is trying to lecture. Teachers may not
handle the featured whiteboard as a result it might turn out to be more fragmented and
disturbing lectures with the electronic whiteboard than without.
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To maintain easy access to any electronic whiteboard a generic way of access to the different
whiteboard must be outlined. My model depends on two abstract super-classes,
WBJavaInterface and WBComm class. The WBJavaInterface is the class which Java program
will use to access and get notification from a whiteboard. WBComm class is the interface
between Java and the whiteboard driver. WBComm deriving class could contain native
methods or instantiate classes to handle whiteboard low level communication. The
WBJavaInterface works like a proxy for some calls into WBComm just to ensure a pure Java
class as an interface.

The picture below describes the scenario when a whiteboard application is about to instantiate
on some sort of event.. Aggregation of an graphical object, then register the object to the
WBJavaInterface by AddWBListner. When the object is added and an event has occured on
the whiteboard a WBMouseEvent is passed to the object listner.

3. A event has
occured, send it
to the object

1. App instantiates a
graphical object.

2. App registrates a
object listener.

WhiteboardApp

WBJavaInterface

WBComm

Native Code

Graphical object
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The WBComm class is intended to be derived and used to communicate at low level with the
whiteboard hardware. I could consist of native code or instantiation. WBComm class consists
of several helper methods for the subclass to use. It handles registration, removal  and
notification of object listeners, which has the WBMouseInterface implemented. It also
handles WBToolInterface implemented object listeners. A unique name for the whiteboard is
also provided in this class, this must be set by the subclass. An offset (X,Y) is also provided
for internal measurement where the board mouse event is to be projected. A callback to the
WBJavaInterface is also provided.

When a board event has occurred it should pass the X,Y coords to the NotifyObjects method,
it would calculate and pass the notification to the listening objects.

WBJavaInterface is a sort of proxy, which sends some information to the current attached
WBComm. It also has storage for attributes, such as eraser size, current pen color and size. It
is designed to be derived and several methods must be overridden for it to function. Several
attributes should be set up when instanciating the subclass, such as resolution, total resolution.
A communication to the WBComm must be set in order to work properly, the m_WBComm
must be set to point at that instance. For complete information about WBJavaInterface’s
methods and attributes, see Appendix C.

Loose connections are necessary to easy integrate with current application and for further
work, not to hardcode some large blocks of driver specific code. Posting events is chosen to
be the link between the driver and the application. The applications which are interested in
getting whiteboard events must instantiate at least one driver or the driver collection interface
and implement the WBMouseInterface or WBToolInterface to get notified. Actually it is very
simple to implement such interfaces, it work just like the mouse interface.

Due to this loose connection, performance penalties are to be paid. The hardware board events
must be encapsulated into WBInterfaceToolEvent or WBInterfaceMouseEvent, the latter is a
derivate from MouseEvent. After the encapsulation object listeners in a vector is enumerated
and called upon respective method and event as an in parameter. An application which has got

2. WBComm passes
the message to all
registred listeners.

1. got an event from
whiteboard, call
super.Notify().

SmartBoardWBComm

WBComm

Graphical object
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a WBInterfaceMouseEvent can actually just cast it to a MouseEvent and therefor not imply
large scale changes in current whiteboard code.

For example when calling a mouse driven method in a graphcal object:

public WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e)
{

this.mouseDown(e); // Automatically casts e to MouseEvent
// (mouseDown(MouseEvent i_event)).

}

��/���
���#"����
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Projection is popular among technical users, but what about those who do not care to learn
different projection models for each board. The projection emulation, simulates a projection
such as mouse movement, mouse click, virtual keyboard. It is an emulation due to that the
whiteboard might come with a projection feature that this framework just neglibie and uses its
own. To use projection, the driver need to calibrate the whiteboard, a calibration class has
been born.

The main purpose with emulated projection is to hide differences in whiteboard drivers and if
the whiteboard driver does not come with a projection utility, it works anyway.

To activate projection mode, just call SetProjectionMode with true as an in parameter. I
cannot be done in the gathered collection interface. The projection is simply mirrored one
whiteboard at the time. Though it is possible to have several whiteboards separately
projecting.

If the whiteboard has tool events or similar, it could be used to view the keyboard class for
input keyboard event.

Please note that projection only works for win32 platform, due to native code for changing
position of the system cursor and generating keyboard events.

4���
��	
0��	�
0��
��
As discussed before the generic drivers just contains two abstract classes. The classes must be
derived and associated with each other.

The implementation deriving of WBJavaInterface must implement these abstract methods (an
abstract method is a method declaration but it has no implementation) and initialization.
Every method must correspond to documented feature. The initialization string could be used
to set the WBComm sub-classed driver into an internal state etc. It must determine if it should
set some attributes to reflect the current state on the driver.

The WBComm subclass can use the constructor or / and the Init method to start up hardware
or software drivers for the current whiteboard. It could also reflect the current state in
WBComm subclass in WBJavaInterface’s attributes. It should also set the callback reference
to point to the Init parameter reference.
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A collection of whiteboards has to be handled due to many of those electronic whiteboards are
somewhat small and several whiteboards should be able to act like one for the participants. In
real life usage in education purpose and classes beyond 20 people whiteboards in these small
sizes (seen in the pre-study chapter), the interaction between the teacher, whiteboard, and
students could not happen. Experienced teachers often need a large drawing area to present
their knowledge on whiteboard.

�������
��
A collection is a driver interface container class, which has the ability to grow or shrink the
gathered drivers. As an extension it could also store and read driver configuration to save the
state of the current driver configuration as well as the collection configuration. The collection
interface is similar to the driver interface, it just passes the request to all of the drivers. The
drivers do not know if they are in a collection or not. They are just configured to fit in a group
of whiteboards and act as they where alone in the system. A projection resolution is also
necessary to produce a scaled output on a specific device.

This picture below describes an adding of an event listner object and a driver generating an
event originating from a whiteboard. This shows that drivers are working independantly even
though they are arranged to work in a group, creating a larger virtual whiteboard (collected
whiteboards).

WBCollectionJavaInterface

WBComm

WhiteboardApp

Graphical objectWBJavaInterface

0..*0..*

1. Instanciates
grpahical object.

<<Listner>>

2. Adds a
object listener.

3. When events in a specific driver
occur pass events directly to the
graphical object.
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When a driver is added to the collection a set of parameters must be initialized to their proper
values, where the driver should map to and the position in the physical world. It is an integer
pair used as a coordinate where the real whiteboard is against others. Which resolution it has,
is described in two integers.

When the driver is added, a calculation mechanism starts. It calculates the total resolution of
all whiteboards together. It also sets an offset, horizontal and vertical, in the driver. The driver
uses the offset to add where the mouse event is generated. That is why each driver operates on
it’s own when generating events. The projection is transformed down from total resolution
into projection resolution scale. When a whiteboard is removed, the calculation mechanism
enters again and everything else is like adding.

�� ����������
��
The collection is to have the chance to set up several whiteboards and use it like one logical
whiteboard for the remote viewer. It also does not enforce more amount of overhead then
using only one driver for one board. When adding a listener to a collection, all drivers get the
listner registration. When a driver generating an event, it only passes it to the added listners,
not to the collection and then sends it further to the listeners. It is easy to store configuration,
retrieve configuration and set up drivers.

6
���������
%���
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As an add-on to the collection, a preference class is created. It has the ability to add and
remove boards to visually configure origin and setup added boards. It uses the collection class
to gain information about the drivers and add drivers in system. It also uses the collection for
configuring, adding, removing and displaying boards.

Ibid 4096x4096 SmartBoard 8192x4096

A virtual representation
of those 2 whiteboards
gathered in a collection.
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A pre-study of integrating an Electronic White Board into the current Marratech Pro
environment is evaluated here. The Marratech Pro has various applications such as chat, real
time video conferencing, virtual whiteboard utility, utility classes for secure multicast. The
Electronic White Board classes should be integrated with the mWhiteboard application (see
Appendix A for diagrams). The mWhiteboard is today a fullu equipped whiteboard
application, which is multicasted within a group. Though it needs to have some more
hardware support by electronic whiteboards. The white board area should reflect the current
user settings. A projector and electronic whiteboard must also include in this application to
retrieve full functionality. The distribution of the whiteboard drawing in real-time is handled
by the Marratech Pro and will not be considered if they at least provide safe transmission of
the distribution of whiteboard drawings.

$��8
�%�"��
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Rational rose analyzer is used to reverse engineer the mWhiteboard application (��������
���
���������������	). The reverse engineering is a must to achieve fast understanding of the
mWhiteboard architecture. It also implies checking code and how the program flow works.

��0����#�%
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Rational Rose comes with reverse engineering tool for many languages, including Java. When
successfully reverse engineering has been made a set of UML diagrams and their bindings to
each other is revealed. After some arrangement of the UML diagrams the reverse engineering
phase is finished.

Rose is a useful tool to “trace” in overhead and in depth, code, the behavior and functionality
in a application. Width a double-click in a method the source is revealed and set the cursor in
the methods insertion point.  The classes instantiates and association is also viewable.

The mWhiteboard application, referred to as an agent in CDT terms, is lightweighted and
therefor easy to break apart. It consist of a graphical interface, graphical object that can be
viewed in the drawing area and multicast capabilities to distribute the objects. Integrating the
driver model, without having to “patch” in large amount of code in existing mWhiteboard, is
an easy task. The driver model just sends emulated mouse events from the whiteboard(s), see
chapter above.

����
�%�3
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As explained before, the generic driver interface is designed to not interfere too much of
existing application. The design of the driver package is meant to have full code reusal and
not having to rewrite large amount of classes.
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An implementation of my work, in WBJavaInterface packet into mWhiteboard, consist of
simple few lines of code add-ons in mWhiteboard. In each GraphObj four lines are added to
emulate the mouse and in GOBroker, see appendix A, the instantiation of the driver is needed.
Further a simple hook in GOBroker is needed to take care of “click” events, just to send it
further to default “mouse click” event in same class.
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When the framework is developed a continuos testing is needed to improve performance and
easy adaptation to other applications. The performance test is only performed manually due to
lack of profiler applications. The test suite also contained checking for errors and bugs. The
testing hardware was a SmartBoard.

�����
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To test a driver implementation in real world, we borrowed a SmartBoard and therefore
gained access to their implementation of their Java driver. Derived the two classes and created
a necessary frame driver for SmartBoard. SmartBoard sends a BoardMouseEvent, it must be
consumed and re encapsulated into WBInterfaceMouseEvent and passed further to the super
class (see Integration for more details).
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After testing the whiteboards, the winner seems to be the only board wich is not tested,
SoftBoard. The fact that SoftBoard uses barcoded pens and eraser, gives the SoftBoard a
unique stand in our case. The teaching at our Instituition is mainly today a traditional one.

To integrate the electronic whiteboards into the classrooms, a non-projected board
configuration should be standard. A “multimedia” classroom with projected board to satisfy
and let the teachers learn the new technology and get used to present their material using such
technology. In ordinary non-projected classrooms, the teacher does not have the feeling that
the electronic whiteboard is any different than a non-electronic whiteboard. Several teachers
would likely emerge to projection but to introduce projection as it is today is not a possibility.

This study comes with a proposal that a set of non-projecting and projecting classes would be
created. A toolkit to use with the projecting classes, such as a “virtual” Java keyboard,
calibration etc. The main goal was flatten out the differences in different whiteboards, and
have same method in an application to gain same result on different whiteboards.

A phase where old non-intelligent whiteboards is slowly disappearing and integrating
electronically whiteboards appear. The new electronic whiteboards must try to hide the new
technology so it can be accepted by non-technical teachers, students. As these whiteboards are
installed a pedagogical plan for more advanced teaching is created, tested and evaluated. In
latter part of the phase more advanced whiteboards have to be developed and the new
pedagogical plan can be more used in its extent. It is possible in such a phase to iterate and
test different kind of whiteboards and different approaches on a whiteboard medium. The
result might not be as today “large touch screen” for the computer!

In the framwork the generic driver architecture is a need for easy application programming
task, it is nowdays common to use a local file system or hard drive with a common driver
architecture, not depending on which hard drive it is connected to. It is somewhat slower but
far easier for programmers to implement. The toolkit classes for projection is just
experimental and for further evaluation. The loose connection is a good feature of this
framework, only a few lines of code makes a application whiteboard ready. If user should
have the ability to choose whiteboard a custom user interface must be created or use the
collection interface and the Preferences package to graphically insert or remove whiteboards.

The generic driver architecture consists of two super classes, WBJavaInterface and
WBComm. The WBJavaInterface is the interface to the application programming. The
WBComm communicates with the application by generating events, which the registred
objects receive.

The generic driver architecture does not help authoring of whiteboard driver that much, it is
just a framework and help functionality in those classes. It helps application programmers to
use several whiteboards and its projection in a equal way independent on which whiteboard is
used.

When testing the SmartBoard implementation of the whiteboard driver, the whiteboard
drawing had a apparent delay, not really annoying but it seems that more optimization could
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be done here. The delay might also spring from the SmartBoard Java drivers. The SmartBoard
Java driver generates BoardMouseEvent and it must be re-encapsulated to fit in the
framework, this is the penaly and it must be paid, due to consequent application programming
interface.

������2�8�����������
���
Currently it is not easy to determine how technologies in classroom alters, enhances or
decreases, the way of sharing and distributing information. Some studies of different
approaches must be made, world wide, to see how the technical solutions in the electronic
whiteboard matter could be increased and how it differ between countries.

Collection is in present just emulating one whiteboard, it should have the feature to emulate
several, e.g. two whiteboards grouped from eight whiteboards (four whiteboards in each
virtual whiteboard).

Further optimization in current driver framework must be done to achieve shorter call chains
and faster processing of messages. A test of using a toolbar which is not visible by projection
but just the participants over the net, to do some “macro”, for example write a formula ‘x + 2
= 0’ and then push button, in a field in the whiteboard which is defined as a toolbar field,
which transform the formula into a graph etc. This work is in progress but is not covered by
this work. It could smooth lines and circles etc, so the net participants would have a nice
output. Recognizing the writing on the whiteboard to gain easy editing changes (type of
OCR).

If a plate which could raise patterns, where the drawing occurred on the whiteboard, a blind or
a less seeing people could actually, follow almost everything in a class.

Implementation of more whiteboard drivers, to really se if this framework measures up or if
some parts has to be rewritten.
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Author info@marratech.com
Date 1999-03-19
Document http://www.marratech.com

����"��
�������������$���

Author webmaster@softboard.com
Date 1999-03-19
Document http://www.softboard.com/products/200data.html

����"��
�����������
�

Author ibidinfo@microtouch.com
Date 1999-03-19
Document http://www.microtouch.com/ibid/downloads/ibid600.pdf

����"��
����������"��$���

Author SMART Technologies, Inc
Date 1999-03-19
Document http://www.smarttech.com/smartboard/specs_580.htm
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GraphObj is a super class for the other subclassed graphical object such as FreeHand, Line
etc. To make freehand object respond to the whiteboard driver the following lines where
added.

Implemented the WBMouseInterface.

Methods in class:
void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e);
void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e);
void WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e);

FreeHand
.
.
.
mousePressed()
mouseReleased()
.
.
.
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In GOBroker all graphical object are instantiated, it takes care of all input from user. To make
GOBroker instantiate graphical objects from whiteboard the GOBroker just have to
implement the WBMouseEvent handling mechanism and in mouseDown method check if
there is a mouseEvent or a WBMouseEvent.

GoBroker
Init()
.
.
.
mousePressed()
mouseReleased()
.
.
.
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This collection uses AddWhiteBoard for adding whiteboard drivers or it could be used with
the graphical WBInterfae prefs class to do the same task.

WBCollectionJavaInterface

m_iResX : int = 0
m_iResY : int = 0
m_iProjectionResolutionX : int = 0
m_iProjectionResolutionY : int = 0

WBCollectionJavaInterface()
GetBoardTable()
RecalcPositions()
AddWhiteBoard()
RemoveWhiteBoard()
GetXResolution()
GetYResolution()
addWBLis tener()
removeWBListener()
RemoveAllWBListners()
AddWBToolListener()
RemoveWBToolListener()
RemoveAllWBToolListener()
SetProjectedResolutionX()
NotifyObjects()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp()
finalize()
Init()
Store()

WBMouseInterface

WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp()

<<Interface>>
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This is the driver super classes, their methods and attributes is described in appendix c. The
WBJavaInterface is the only “visible” class for the application programmer. The WBComm
and its subclass should not be important for the application programmer to have knowledege
on.

<<Native>>

:%&RPP

BOARD_MOUSE_DRAGGED : int = 0
BOARD_MOUSE_RELEASED : int = 1
BOARD_MOUSE_PRESSED : int = 2
m_bProjectionMode : boolean = f alse
STATUS_NONE : int = 0
STATUS_DRAW : int = 1
STATUS_ERASE : int = 2
STATUS_INIT : int = 3
MOUSE_DRAGGED_ADDON : int = 200
MOUSE_DBLCLICK_ADDON : int = 200
m_lMouseTriggerStart : long
m_iStatus : int = STATUS_NONE

WBComm()
Init()
SetProjectionMode()
GetBoardName()
SetOf f set()
GetOf f set()
SetStatus()
GetStatus()
AddWBListener()
Remov eWBListener()
AddWBToolListener()
Remov eWBToolListener()
Remov eAllWBToolListener()
Remov eAllWBListners()
Notif y Objects()
Notif y ToolObjects()
Notif y Objects()
Notif y ToolObjects()

#m_WBComm

#m_Callback

:%-DYD,QWHUIDFH

PENSIZE_NOT_SET : int = - 1
m_bIsOnLine : boolean = f alse
m_bViewable : boolean = f alse
m_bDrawable : boolean = f alse
m_iPenSize : int = 0
m_iEraseSize : int = 0

WBJav aInterf ace()
GetComm()
Init()
GetIniString()
GetCopy rightImage()
AddWBListner()
Remov eWBListener()
Remov eAllWBListners()
AddWBToolListener()
Remov eWBToolListener()
Remov eAllWBToolListener()
GetVersionString()
IsOnLine()
IsDrawable()
IsViewable()
SetProjectionMode()
PenSize()
PenColor()
SetEraserSize()
GetEraserSize()
GetOrgin()
SetOrgin()
GetResolution()
SetResolution()
GetOf f set()
SetOf f set()
GetBoardName()
SetProjectedResolution()
GetProjectedResolution()
SetMergedResolution()
GetMergedResolution()

WBInterf aceUtil

$ m_bLoaded : boolean = f alse

WBInterf aceUtil()
Mov eSy stemCursor()
ClickSy stemCursor()
ReleaseSy stemCursor()
GetScreenSizeX()
GetScreenSizeY()
SendKey Ev ent()

#m_WBUtils
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The events passed by the WBComm class is containing most often a integer pair describing
X,Y offset where the event has occurred in the whiteboard area.  It also contain a reference to
the corresponding WBJavaInterface which has thrown the event. The events has respecive
interface to listen to events.

WBInterfaceToolEvent

m_iObject : int
m_iSize : int

WBInterfaceToolEvent()
GetColor()
GetSize()
GetObject()
GetInterface()

WBInterfaceMouseEvent

WBInterfaceMouseEvent()
GetInterface()

WBMouseInterface

WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp()

<<Interface>>

WBToolInterface

WBInterfacePenPickup()
WBInterfaceEraserPickup()

<<Interface>>
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WBCollectionJavaInterface stores the whiteboard (WBJavaInterface) drivers and their
physical positions with AddWhiteBoard(WBJavaInterface interface). The origin in the driver
decides  in RecalcPositions() which offset etc. each driver will have. It also has the ability to
read a configuration file and instantiate, initialize the drivers. It is done by Init() and to save
current board configuration is done by Store(). For futher information, see Appendix C.

WBCollectionJavaInterface

m_iResX : int = 0
m_iResY : int = 0
m_iProjectionResolutionX : int = 0
m_iProjectionResolutionY : int = 0

WBCollectionJavaInterface()
GetBoardTable()
RecalcPositions()
AddWhiteBoard()
RemoveWhiteBoard()
GetXResolution()
GetYResolution()
addWBListener()
removeWBListener()
RemoveAllWBListners()
AddWBToolListener()
RemoveWBToolListener()
RemoveAllWBToolListener()
SetProjectedResolutionX()
NotifyObjects()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged()
WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp()
finalize()
Init()
Store()
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The visual configuration is dependant on the Collection class. The Collection class is taken as
a constructor parameter in WBInterfacePreferences and used to instantiate
WBInterfacePreferencesBoard in Init. The WBInterfacePreferencesBoard is taking a
WBJavaInterface to display correct information and position on the screen.

This class is usefull to graphically configure the whiteboard driver and later to store the
configuration. The configuration could be read later on.

WBPrefsPanel

STATE_MOVE : int = 0
STATE_REMOVE : int = 1
STATE_PREFS : int = 2
X_REGION : int = 20
Y_REGION : int = 20
m_iBoardCount : int = 0
m_iState : int = STATE_MOVE

WBPrefsPanel()
Init()
GetState()
SetState()
RemoveMe()
ReplaceWidthMe()
GetBoardCount()

-m_WBPrefsPanel

WBInterfacePreferences

WBInterfacePreferences()
Init()
actionPerformed()
windowClosing()
windowActivated()
windowClosed()
windowDeactivated()
windowDeiconified()
windowIconified()
windowOpened()
main()

-m_Callback

WBInterfacePreferencesBoard

WBInterfacePreferencesBoard()
GetInterface()
validate()
paint()
mouseDragged()
mouseReleased()
mousePressed()
mouseExited()
mouseEntered()
mouseMoved()
mouseClicked()
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The test implementation is just a demonstration how “easy” it is to derive the superclasses and
insert driver specific code.

This is a test implementation of the smartboard whiteboard. It might look different in some
kind of “release” situation. The driver notify pen changes, pen sizes , eraser pickup, eraser
size, keyboard event in projection mode. The smarboard driver from smartboard, must have a
frame to retrieve input from the whiteboard, that is why a SmartBoardFrameDriver class is
needed. Though it is sad that the calling chain in the event chain has grown with one
“ridiculous” call due to smartboard strange philosophy that frame is needed to speed up the
Java output. Why must all data view locally?

WBSmartBoardJavaInterface

WBSmartBoardJavaInterface()
Init()
GetIniString()
GetCopyrightImage()

WBSmartBoardComm

m_iBoardNo : int = - 1

-m_SmartBoardDriver

SmartBoardFrameDriver
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To use projection some utilities must exist, the keyboard and the calibration class. Those
classes is freely to use, no implementation is made with those. WBKeyboard uses the
WBInterfaceUtil which contains native code, currently only working under win32.
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This project does not contain any compiler specific code. The only compiler specific is the
make files, both Java and native C code. It has been tested on a Windows NT 4.0 station,
Symantec Visual Cafe’, Microsoft Visual C++, Sun JDK 1.2. Symantec is currently only
handling Jdk1.1+ specifications but has the ability to use a plug-in compiler, such as Jdk1.2.

Otherwise it is straight forward no special treatment or patches is needed.

The package WBInterface should be considered as the top packet, due to implementing in
Marratech Pro environment the listning is marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface and not
WBInterface.
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•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.SmartBoardFrameDriver
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.WBSmartBoardComm
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.WBSmartBoardJavaInterface
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBCollectionJavaInterface
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBComm
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceMouseEvent
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBInterfacePreferences
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBInterfacePreferencesBoard
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBPrefsPanel
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceToolEvent
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceUtil
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBMouseInterface
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBCalibration
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBJButton
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBKeyboard
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBKeyboardPanel
•  marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBToolInterface
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Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----Window
                           |
                           +----Frame
                                   |
                                   +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.SmartBoardFrameDriver

public class �"��$�����"�	
0�

extends Frame

implements BoardNonProjectedListener

	��6#�<�	<����14

Driver identification

"��������%����2���$����������"��$�����"��$�����"�	
0�()

Constructor

4����
��$��������()

Returns the boardsource reference

��
�(WBSmartBoardComm)

Called by the WBCommDriver.
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����	�%%��(BoardMouseEvent)

����7�0��(BoardMouseEvent)

����������(BoardMouseEvent)

������������(BoardMouseEvent)

�
���
��()

System gc...

��1�2����(BoardEvent)

	��6#�<�	<����14

public static java.lang.String DRIVER_ID_STRING

Driver identification

�"��$�����"�	
0�

public SmartBoardFrameDriver()

Constructor

4����
��$��������

public COM.smarttech.boardsocketsdk.BoardSource GetWhiteBoardSource()

Returns the boardsource reference

������=

The BoardSource instance.

��
�

public void Init(WBSmartBoardComm i_Callback)

Called by the WBCommDriver.

���"����=

Callback - to WBComm derivied class.

������=

None.

����	�%%��
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public void boardDragged(BoardMouseEvent e)
����7�0��

public void boardMoved(BoardMouseEvent e)
����������

public void boardPressed(BoardMouseEvent e)
������������

public void boardReleased(BoardMouseEvent e)
�
���
��

public void finalize()

System gc...

.0�
���=

finalize in class Frame

��1�2����

public void onNewTool(BoardEvent e)
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����$�"��$�����""
Object
   |
   +----WBComm
           |
           +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.WBSmartBoardComm

public class �$�"��$�����""

extends WBComm This is the implementation of a smartboard driver :-).

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

"��������%����2���$����������"��$�����$�"��$�����""()

The driver constructor.

��
�(WBJavaInterface)

Initialize the driver, this is called by the framework when the program is set up.

���$���1�(String)

Smartboard can view several boards with same driver it must act like it is only one instance
for each board.

������(int)

Sets the pen diode on the whiteboard.

�$�������8(int[])

����	�%%��(BoardMouseEvent)
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Board sent that a continious touchdown was moved across the whiteboard area.

����7�0��(BoardMouseEvent)

This event is here only for completeness.

����������(BoardMouseEvent)

Board got pressed on the white board area.

������������(BoardMouseEvent)

Board sent a released event.

��1�2����(BoardEvent)

Selected a new tool on the whiteboard reconfigure and change states in memeber fields.

�$�"��$�����""

public WBSmartBoardComm()

The driver constructor.

��
�

public void Init(WBJavaInterface i_Callback)

Initialize the driver, this is called by the framework when the program is set up.

.0�
���=

Init in class WBComm

���$���1�

public void SetBoardNo(String i_csBoardNo)

Smartboard can view several boards with same driver it must act like it is only one instance
for each board.

���"����=

A - string containing which board no it should attach to.

������=

None.

������

public void SetPen(int i_iPen)

Sets the pen diode on the whiteboard.
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���"����=

A - integer describing which pen currently activated.

������=

None.

�$�������8

public void WBCallback(int i_Buffer)
����	�%%��

public void boardDragged(BoardMouseEvent e)

Board sent that a continious touchdown was moved across the whiteboard area.

���"����=

Where - the dragging where made.

������=

None.

����7�0��

public void boardMoved(BoardMouseEvent e)

This event is here only for completeness. There may be support in the future for this eg a
pentray button is pushed and then all movements from the next press to release are sent to the
application as move events rather than drag events.

����������

public void boardPressed(BoardMouseEvent e)

Board got pressed on the white board area.

���"����=

BoardMouseEvent - containing position for point.

������=

None.

������������

public void boardReleased(BoardMouseEvent e)

Board sent a released event.

���"����=

BoardMouseEvent - describing where the release point where made.

������=

None.

��1�2����
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public void onNewTool(BoardEvent e)

Selected a new tool on the whiteboard reconfigure and change states in memeber fields.

���"����=

BoardEvent - containing info about the event.

������=

None.
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Object
   |
   +----WBJavaInterface
           |
           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.SmartBoard.WBSmartBoardJavaInterface

public class �$�"��$���:�0���������

extends WBJavaInterface Class WBSmartBoardJavaInterface, inherited from
WBJavaInterface.

"��������%����2���$����������"��$�����$�"��$���:�0���������()

Constructor.

4����3 
%���"�%�()

This method is overridden to provide a image.

4����
��
�%()

When storing board configuration it could be neccecary for some drivers to have a device
string to next setup of the board.

��
�(String)

Initializing driver interface.

�$�"��$���:�0���������

public WBSmartBoardJavaInterface()

Constructor.
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4����3 
%���"�%�

public java.awt.Image GetCopyrightImage()

This method is overridden to provide a image.

������=

A smartboardimage.

.0�
���=

GetCopyrightImage in class WBJavaInterface

4����
��
�%

public java.lang.String GetIniString()

When storing board configuration it could be neccecary for some drivers to have a device
string to next setup of the board.

.0�
���=

GetIniString in class WBJavaInterface

��
�

public void Init(String i_csDeviceString)

Initializing driver interface.

������=

None.

.0�
���=

Init in class WBJavaInterface
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Object
   |
   +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBCollectionJavaInterface

public class �$�������
��:�0���������

extends Object

implements WBMouseInterface WBCollectionJavaInterface package the whiteboards
attached to current computer and presents a view which is a sum of all whiteboard areas. It is
also a proxy for listeners and projector drawings. This class must be initialized whith
WBJavaInterfaces before using it as a whiteboard interface.

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

"<.�/>
�����

Vector holding listeners for events on whiteboard

"��������%����2���$����������$�������
��:�0���������()

Constructor

����$����>
�����(Object)

Here is where the ToolListners register.

�����
��$���(WBJavaInterface, int, int)
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Adds a whiteboard to this container

4��$��������()

Fetches the current boardtable reference.

4��?�������
��()

Gets the resolution with all merged whiteboards.

4��@�������
��()

Gets the resolution with all merged whiteboards.

��
�()

Init reads a prefs file for user settings.

���������
�
���()

Recalculates the positions for the whiteboards.

��"�0�����$>
�����()

Removes all listners.

��"�0�����$����>
�����()

Removes all ToolListneners from all whiteboards.

��"�0��$����>
�����(Object)

Removes a ToolListnener.

��"�0���
��$���(WBJavaInterface)

Removes a whiteboard.

�����/������������
��?(int, int)

Sets the destination X,Y resolution output.

����()

Stores the board in property.

�$:�0���������7����	�2�(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in.

�$:�0���������7����	�%%��(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in.

�$:�0���������7����A3(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in.
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����$>
�����(Object)

Retrieves object who wants a notification when something changes.

�
���
��()

�"�0��$>
�����(Object)

Remove the notification for the specific object.

"<.�/>
�����

protected java.util.Vector m_ObjListners

Vector holding listeners for events on whiteboard

�$�������
��:�0���������

public WBCollectionJavaInterface()

Constructor

����$����>
�����

public void AddWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListener)

Here is where the ToolListners register.

���"����=

An - object which has implemented WBToolInterface.

������=

None.

�����
��$���

public void AddWhiteBoard(WBJavaInterface i_WBJavaInterface,
                          int i_iXOrgin,
                          int i_iYOrgin)

Adds a whiteboard to this container

���"����=

A - whiteboard interface and 2 integers for orgin of the whiteboard.

������=
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None.

4��$��������

public java.util.Hashtable GetBoardTable()

Fetches the current boardtable reference.

������=

The current boardtable.

4��?�������
��

public int GetXResolution()

Gets the resolution with all merged whiteboards.

������=

The total resolution in horizontal position for all whiteboards.

4��@�������
��

public int GetYResolution()

Gets the resolution with all merged whiteboards.

������=

The total resolution in vertical position for all whiteboards.

��
�

public void Init()

Init reads a prefs file for user settings. If whiteboards is setup by the prefs file it instantiates
those, and initialize those whiteboards.

������=

None.

���������
�
���

public void RecalcPositions()

Recalculates the positions for the whiteboards.

������=

None.

��"�0�����$>
�����

public void RemoveAllWBListners()

Removes all listners.

������=

None.

��"�0�����$����>
�����
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public void RemoveAllWBToolListener()

Removes all ToolListneners from all whiteboards.

������=

None.

��"�0��$����>
�����

public void RemoveWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListener)

Removes a ToolListnener.

���"����=

A - tool listner, which wants to remove itself from notifications.

������=

None.

��"�0���
��$���

public void RemoveWhiteBoard(WBJavaInterface i_WBJavaInterface)

Removes a whiteboard.

���"����=

A - whiteboard interface

������=

None.

�����/������������
��?

public void SetProjectedResolutionX(int i_iProjX,
                                    int i_iProjY)

Sets the destination X,Y resolution output. It scales down the whiteboard X,Y resolution into
destination X,Y resolution.

���"����=

A - destination resolution X and a destination resolution Y.

������=

None.

����

public void Store()

Stores the board in property.

������=

None.

�$:�0���������7����	�2�
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public void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown(WBInterfaceMouseEvent i_Event)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in. Due to that a new
event, depending on which whiteboard has triggered the event, must be created to scale down
to destination resoultion and recalculate the pixel position for current whiteboard.

���"����=

Should - not be called directly.

������=

None.

�$:�0���������7����	�%%��

public void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged(WBInterfaceMouseEvent i_Event)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in. Due to that a new
event, depending on which whiteboard has triggered the event, must be created to scale down
to destination resoultion and recalculate the pixel position for current whiteboard.

���"����=

Should - not be called directly.

������=

None.

�$:�0���������7����A3

public void WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp(WBInterfaceMouseEvent i_Event)

This is a method where all of the whiteboards event should end up in. Due to that a new
event, depending on which whiteboard has triggered the event, must be created to scale down
to destination resoultion and recalculate the pixel position for current whiteboard.

���"����=

Should - not be called directly.

������=

None.

����$>
�����

public void addWBListener(Object i_ObjectListner)

Retrieves object who wants a notification when something changes. The object need to have
implemented the WBCallbackInterface to retrieve notification.

���"����=

Object - that wants a notification.

������=

None.

�
���
��
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public void finalize()

.0�
���=

finalize in class Object

�"�0��$>
�����

public void removeWBListener(Object i_ObjectListener)

Remove the notification for the specific object.

���"����=

Object - that do not longer want notifications.

������=

None.
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$��"
"
Object
   |
   +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBComm

public abstract class �$��""

extends Object This class is a abstract base class for drivers. The derivied classes should also
contain how to communicate with the device. They might include a native class to set up
communication and return a reference to the native class etc...

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

$.��	<7.A�#<	��44#	

Constants for board mouse events.

$.��	<7.A�#<��#��#	

$.��	<7.A�#<�#>#��#	

����A�<	���

����A�<#���#

����A�<�1��

����A�<1.1#

Status code constants

"<�������8

Reference to the java interface

"<�$A�
��
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Utilities to do native functionality

"<��
��$����	

A string containing a unique name for the whiteboard.

"<���/���
��7���

Which state should the driver be in.

"<
������

"��������%����2���$����������$��""()

Constructor called when aggregation occurs in WBJavaInterface or its derivied class.

����$>
�����(Object)

Retrieves object who wants a notification when something changes.

����$����>
�����(Object)

4��$���1�"�()

Gets the board name.

4��.�����()

Retrieves the offset

4��������()

Gets the drivers current status.

��
�(WBJavaInterface)

Initialize the driver, this is called by the framework when the program is set up.

1��
� .�/����(Component, int, int, int)

Notifies all object who wants a mouse notification.

1��
� ����.�/����(Component, int, int, Color, int)

Notifies all object who wants a toolchange notification.

��"�0�����$>
�����()

Removes all listners.

��"�0�����$����>
�����()
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��"�0��$>
�����(Object)

Remove the notification for the specific object.

��"�0��$����>
�����(Object)

���.�����(int, int)

Sets the offset for concatinated whiteboard mode

�����/���
��7���(boolean)

Enables or disables whiteboard projection mode.

���������(int)

Sets the status in the driver

$.��	<7.A�#<	��44#	

public final int BOARD_MOUSE_DRAGGED

Constants for board mouse events.

$.��	<7.A�#<��#��#	

public final int BOARD_MOUSE_PRESSED
$.��	<7.A�#<�#>#��#	

public final int BOARD_MOUSE_RELEASED
����A�<	���

public final int STATUS_DRAW
����A�<#���#

public final int STATUS_ERASE
����A�<�1��

public final int STATUS_INIT
����A�<1.1#

public final int STATUS_NONE

Status code constants

"<�������8

protected marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface m_Callback

Reference to the java interface

"<�$A�
��

protected marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceUtil m_WBUtils

Utilities to do native functionality

"<��
��$����	

protected java.lang.String m_WhiteBoardID
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A string containing a unique name for the whiteboard.

"<���/���
��7���

protected boolean m_bProjectionMode

Which state should the driver be in.

"<
������

protected int m_iStatus

�$��""

public WBComm()

Constructor called when aggregation occurs in WBJavaInterface or its derivied class.

������=

None.

����$>
�����

public void AddWBListener(Object i_ObjectListner)

Retrieves object who wants a notification when something changes. The object need to have
implemented the WBCallbackInterface to retrieve notification.

���"����=

Object - that wants a notification.

������=

None.

����$����>
�����

public void AddWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListner)
4��$���1�"�

public java.lang.String GetBoardName()

Gets the board name.

������=

A unique string for this whiteboard.

4��.�����

public java.awt.Dimension GetOffset()

Retrieves the offset
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������=

A dimension describing a offset.

4��������

public int GetStatus()

Gets the drivers current status.

������=

A status reflecting the driver current state.

��
�

public abstract void Init(WBJavaInterface i_Callback)

Initialize the driver, this is called by the framework when the program is set up.

���"����=

The - Java interface that initialized this communication device.

������=

None.

1��
� .�/����

protected void NotifyObjects(Component i_NotifyingComponent,
                             int i_iType,
                             int i_iX,
                             int i_iY)

Notifies all object who wants a mouse notification.

���"����=

The - notifying component, a integer describing which notification should occur, x and y
coords.

������=

None.

1��
� ����.�/����

protected void NotifyToolObjects(Component i_NotifyingComponent,
                                 int i_iType,
                                 int i_iObject,
                                 Color i_Color,
                                 int i_iSize)

Notifies all object who wants a toolchange notification.

���"����=

The - notifying component, a integer describing which notification should occur, which object
is changing, which color and size the object is.

������=
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None.

��"�0�����$>
�����

public void RemoveAllWBListners()

Removes all listners.

������=

None.

��"�0�����$����>
�����

public void RemoveAllWBToolListener()
��"�0��$>
�����

public void RemoveWBListener(Object i_ObjectListener)

Remove the notification for the specific object.

���"����=

Object - that do not longer want notifications.

������=

None.

��"�0��$����>
�����

public void RemoveWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListener)
���.�����

public void SetOffset(int i_iXOffset,
                      int i_iYOffset)

Sets the offset for concatinated whiteboard mode

���"����=

A - integer pair describing the offset in pixels where this whiteboard should count relatively.

������=

None.

�����/���
��7���

public boolean SetProjectionMode(boolean i_bProjMode)

Enables or disables whiteboard projection mode. It could only enter projection if the
javainterface driver has set the whiteboard as drawable.

���"����=

A - boolean, if true projection mode otherwise false.

������=

If whiteboard can be set in projection mode true otherwise false. When setting false this
method always returns true.
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���������

public void SetStatus(int i_iStatus)

Sets the status in the driver

���"����=

A - integer describing which status driver should enter.

������=

None.
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
���7����#0���
Object
   |
   +----EventObject
           |
           +----AWTEvent
                   |
                   +----ComponentEvent
                           |
                           +----InputEvent
                                   |
                                   +----MouseEvent
                                           |
                                           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceMouseEvent

public class �$��������7����#0���

extends MouseEvent

"��������%����2���$����������$��������7����#0���(Component,
WBJavaInterface, int, int)

4����������()

�$��������7����#0���

public WBInterfaceMouseEvent(Component i_Component,
                             WBJavaInterface i_Interface,
                             int i_iX,
                             int i_iY)
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4����������

public marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface GetInterface()
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
���������$�����������������
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----Window
                           |
                           +----Frame
                                   |
                                   +----JFrame
                                           |
                                           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBInterfacePreferences

public class �$�����������������

extends JFrame

implements ActionListener, WindowListener A frame containing a toolbar and a panel. the
toolbar has the commands passed to panel for futher treatment.

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

"��������%����2���$����������$��������������$�����������������(WBCollec
tionJavaInterface)

��
�()

���
������"��(ActionEvent)

"�
�(String[])
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2
���2���
0����(WindowEvent)

2
���2������(WindowEvent)

2
���2����
�%(WindowEvent)

2
���2	����
0����(WindowEvent)

2
���2	�
���
�
��(WindowEvent)

2
���2����
�
��(WindowEvent)

2
���2.3����(WindowEvent)

�$�����������������

public WBInterfacePreferences(WBCollectionJavaInterface i_Collection)

��
�

public void Init()
���
������"��

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
"�
�

public static void main(String[] args)
2
���2���
0����

public void windowActivated(WindowEvent e)
2
���2������

public void windowClosed(WindowEvent e)
2
���2����
�%

public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e)
2
���2	����
0����

public void windowDeactivated(WindowEvent e)
2
���2	�
���
�
��

public void windowDeiconified(WindowEvent e)
2
���2����
�
��

public void windowIconified(WindowEvent e)
2
���2.3����

public void windowOpened(WindowEvent e)
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
���������$�����������������$���
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Canvas
                   |
                   +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBInterfacePreferencesBoard

public class �$�����������������$���

extends Canvas

implements MouseListener, MouseMotionListener This class presents the graphical output
describing its reference to WBJavaInterface. It could be moved and configured.

�����=

Mario Toffia

"��������%����2���$����������$��������������$�����������������$���(W
BJavaInterface, WBPrefsPanel)

4����������()

"������
�8��(MouseEvent)

"����	�%%��(MouseEvent)

"����#�����(MouseEvent)

"����#�
���(MouseEvent)

"����7�0��(MouseEvent)

"����������(MouseEvent)
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"������������(MouseEvent)

3�
��(Graphics)

0��
����()

�$�����������������$���

public WBInterfacePreferencesBoard(WBJavaInterface i_Interface,
                                   WBPrefsPanel i_Callback)

4����������

public marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface GetInterface()
"������
�8��

public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e)
"����	�%%��

public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent e)
"����#�����

public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e)
"����#�
���

public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e)
"����7�0��

public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e)
"����������

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)
"������������

public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e)
3�
��

public void paint(Graphics g)

.0�
���=

paint in class Canvas

0��
����

public void validate()

.0�
���=

validate in class Component
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
���������$���������
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----JComponent
                           |
                           +----JPanel
                                   |
                                   +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfacePrefs.WBPrefsPanel

public class �$���������

extends JPanel This class is designed to view and act like a holder for all the whiteboards
graphical object.

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

����#<7.6#

����#<��#��

����#<�#7.6#

"��������%����2���$����������$��������������$���������()
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4��$��������()

4�������()

Gets the current state

��
�(WBCollectionJavaInterface)

Adds all conigurable whiteboards into the panel.

��"�0�7�(WBInterfacePreferencesBoard)

Removes the board from WBJavaCollection interface and therefore remove its graphical
representation.

��3�����
���7�(WBInterfacePreferencesBoard)

Replaces the origin whith the Preferences board.

��������(int)

Sets the state.

����#<7.6#

public final int STATE_MOVE
����#<��#��

public final int STATE_PREFS
����#<�#7.6#

public final int STATE_REMOVE

�$���������

public WBPrefsPanel()

4��$��������

public int GetBoardCount()
4�������

public int GetState()

Gets the current state
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������=

The current state.

��
�

public void Init(WBCollectionJavaInterface i_Collection)

Adds all conigurable whiteboards into the panel.

��"�0�7�

public void RemoveMe(WBInterfacePreferencesBoard i_Me)

Removes the board from WBJavaCollection interface and therefore remove its graphical
representation.

��3�����
���7�

public void ReplaceWidthMe(WBInterfacePreferencesBoard i_Me)

Replaces the origin whith the Preferences board. It calculates which board should be the target
switch board.

���"����=

A - WBInterfacePreferencesBoard class which contains the WBJavaInterface (X,Y) origin.

������=

None.

��������

public void SetState(int i_iState)

Sets the state.

���"����=

A - state.

������=

None.
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
�������#0���
Object
   |
   +----EventObject
           |
           +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceToolEvent

public class �$������������#0���

extends EventObject

"��������%����2���$����������$������������#0���(Component, WBJavaInterface,
int, Color, int)

4������()

4����������()

4��.�/���()

4���
��()

�$������������#0���

public WBInterfaceToolEvent(Component i_Component,
                            WBJavaInterface i_Interface,
                            int i_iObject,
                            Color i_Color,
                            int i_iSize)
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4������

public java.awt.Color GetColor()
4����������

public marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface GetInterface()
4��.�/���

public int GetObject()
4���
��

public int GetSize()
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
���A�
�
Object
   |
   +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBInterfaceUtil

public class �$��������A�
�

extends Object This class encapsulates the Win32 API calls. Hopefully can I be able to
retrieve a Solaris capable running machine to do the native stuff for it too :-).

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

"��������%����2���$����������$��������A�
�()

Constructor.

��
�8� ���"����()

Clicks the system cursor.

4��������
��?()

Retrieves the screen size (X) in pixels.

4��������
��@()

Retrieves the screen size (Y) in pixels.

7�0�� ���"����(int, int)

Moves the cursor on the screen.
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�������� ���"����()

Releases the system cursor.

����B� #0���(int)

Send a keyevent to the main operating system.

�$��������A�
�

public WBInterfaceUtil()

Constructor.

��
�8� ���"����

public native void ClickSystemCursor()

Clicks the system cursor.

������=

None.

4��������
��?

public int GetScreenSizeX()

Retrieves the screen size (X) in pixels.

������=

A integer describing horizontal resolution.

4��������
��@

public int GetScreenSizeY()

Retrieves the screen size (Y) in pixels.

������=

A integer describing vertical resolution.

7�0�� ���"����

public native void MoveSystemCursor(int i_iX,
                                    int i_iY)

Moves the cursor on the screen.

���"����=

2 - Integers describing X,Y coords where the cursor should be.
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������=

None.

�������� ���"����

public native void ReleaseSystemCursor()

Releases the system cursor.

������=

None.

����B� #0���

public native void SendKeyEvent(int key)

Send a keyevent to the main operating system.
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$:�0��
�������
Object
   |
   +----marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBJavaInterface

public abstract class �$:�0���������

extends Object WBJavaInterface class. NOTE: Abstract baseclass, must be derivied.

�#1��C#<1.�<�#�

Constants for this class

"<6��
��

Set this string to present the board.

"<�$��""

"<�	�2����

"<���.�>
��

Set this to true if board is awailable

"<�6
�2����

"<
#����
��

"<
�������

"<
����
��

"��������%����2���$����������$:�0���������()

Constructor.
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����$>
����(Object)

Method to add whiteboard listners.

����$����>
�����(Object)

4��$���1�"�()

Proxy for retrieving a unique name for the whiteboard.

4����""()

Returns the communication class for direct communication.

4����3 
%���"�%�()

If a image should appear when configuring the board, this method should return other than
null.

4��#����
��()

Get current erase size.

4����
��
�%()

When storing board configuration it could be neccecary for some drivers to have a device
string to next setup of the board.

4��7�%���������
��()

4��.�����()

Proxy for retrieving offset settings in WBComm.

4��.%
�()

Gets the orgin of this whiteboard.

4����/������������
��()

4���������
��()

Gets the resolution of this whiteboard.

4��6��
����
�%()

This method should return the version and type of whiteboard connected.

��
�(String)

After construction initialization occurs here.

��	�2����()

Determine if whiteboard is drawable from the user side.
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��.�>
��()

Returns true if initialization of whiteboard is ok and everything is set up to communicate with
the whiteboard.

��6
�2����()

Determine if image (drawings) can appear on whiteboard.

�������(Color)

Set the pencolor if inparam is admitted otherwise it just returns the pencolor.

����
��(int)

Sets the pen size if inparam is not equal to PENSIZE_NO_SET.

��"�0�����$>
�����()

Removes all object listners from this driver.

��"�0�����$����>
�����()

��"�0��$>
�����(Object)

Removes the listner.

��"�0��$����>
�����(Object)

���#����
��(int)

Sets the erase size

���7�%���������
��(int, int)

���.�����(int, int)

Sets the offset in WBComm

���.%
�(int, int)

Sets the orgin of this whiteboard

�����/������������
��(int, int)

�����/���
��7���(boolean)

Tries to set the projection mode in current attached driver.

����������
��(int, int)

�#1��C#<1.�<�#�

public final int PENSIZE_NOT_SET
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Constants for this class

"<6��
��

protected java.lang.String m_Version

Set this string to present the board.

"<�$��""

protected marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBComm m_WBComm
"<�	�2����

protected boolean m_bDrawable
"<���.�>
��

protected boolean m_bIsOnLine

Set this to true if board is awailable

"<�6
�2����

protected boolean m_bViewable
"<
#����
��

protected int m_iEraseSize
"<
�������

protected java.awt.Color m_iPenColor
"<
����
��

protected int m_iPenSize

�$:�0���������

public WBJavaInterface()

Constructor.

����$>
����

public void AddWBListner(Object i_ObjectListner)

Method to add whiteboard listners. Works like a proxy for WBComm.

���"����=

The - Object who wants to listen to the whiteboard.

������=

None.

����$����>
�����

public void AddWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListener)
4��$���1�"�
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public java.lang.String GetBoardName()

Proxy for retrieving a unique name for the whiteboard. Please note it could be a component in
java for example ’frame0’ etc.

������=

A string containing a unique name for the whiteboard.

4����""

public marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBComm GetComm()

Returns the communication class for direct communication. Should be deprecated in future.

������=

A attached communication class.

4����3 
%���"�%�

public java.awt.Image GetCopyrightImage()

If a image should appear when configuring the board, this method should return other than
null.

4��#����
��

public int GetEraserSize()

Get current erase size.

������=

The size in upper word is equal to y and the lower word is equal to x.

4����
��
�%

public abstract java.lang.String GetIniString()

When storing board configuration it could be neccecary for some drivers to have a device
string to next setup of the board. This method should return this kind of string.

������=

A string which the author of each driver should return.

4��7�%���������
��

public java.awt.Dimension GetMergedResolution()
4��.�����

public java.awt.Dimension GetOffset()

Proxy for retrieving offset settings in WBComm.

������=

A dimension describing where current whiteboard has to add as a offset.

4��.%
�

public java.awt.Dimension GetOrgin()
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Gets the orgin of this whiteboard.

������=

A dimension describing X,Y pos for this whiteboard.

4����/������������
��

public java.awt.Dimension GetProjectedResolution()
4���������
��

public java.awt.Dimension GetResolution()

Gets the resolution of this whiteboard.

������=

A dimension describing X,Y resolution for this whiteboard.

4��6��
����
�%

public java.lang.String GetVersionString()

This method should return the version and type of whiteboard connected. Version string
should be typed as follows (, separated) : * Whiteboard name * Whiteboard version * If it
requires native code - name of dll. [below is optional] * Date on format: YYYY-MM-
DD:HH:MM:SS * Vendor * Non comma string of special information

������=

A string containing version info.

��
�

public abstract void Init(String i_csDeviceSettings)

After construction initialization occurs here. The creator should call init when it is set up. It is
intended to set up the whiteboard and its facilities.

���"����=

A - string, which can be used when setting up the WBComm class derivate or others.

������=

None.

��	�2����

public boolean IsDrawable()

Determine if whiteboard is drawable from the user side. Opposite from IsViewable.

������=

If whiteboard is drawable it should return true, otherwise return false.

��.�>
��

public boolean IsOnLine()

Returns true if initialization of whiteboard is ok and everything is set up to communicate with
the whiteboard.
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������=

None.

��6
�2����

public boolean IsViewable()

Determine if image (drawings) can appear on whiteboard. Opposite from IsDrawable.

������=

If whiteboard is viewable it should return true, otherwise return false.

�������

public java.awt.Color PenColor(Color i_NewPenColor)

Set the pencolor if inparam is admitted otherwise it just returns the pencolor.

���"����=

A - integer describing a color.

������=

The current color in a integer format.

����
��

public int PenSize(int i_iNewPenSize)

Sets the pen size if inparam is not equal to PENSIZE_NO_SET. Otherwise it just returns the
current pen size.

���"����=

A - integer describing a pensize in pixels (radius)

������=

Returns the current pensize in radius.

��"�0�����$>
�����

public void RemoveAllWBListners()

Removes all object listners from this driver.

������=

None.

��"�0�����$����>
�����

public void RemoveAllWBToolListener()
��"�0��$>
�����

public void RemoveWBListener(Object i_ObjectListner)

Removes the listner. Works like a proxy for WBComm.

���"����=
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The - object who wants to unregister itself.

������=

None.

��"�0��$����>
�����

public void RemoveWBToolListener(Object i_ObjectToolListener)
���#����
��

public void SetEraserSize(int i_iNewEraserSize)

Sets the erase size

���"����=

The - size in upper word is equal to y and the lower word is equal to x.

������=

None.

���7�%���������
��

public void SetMergedResolution(int i_iX,
                                int i_iY)
���.�����

public void SetOffset(int i_iXOffset,
                      int i_iYOffset)

Sets the offset in WBComm

���"����=

A - integer pair.

������=

None.

���.%
�

public void SetOrgin(int i_iOrginX,
                     int i_iOrginY)

Sets the orgin of this whiteboard

���"����=

A - integer pair describing origin of this whiteboard.

������=

None.

�����/������������
��

public void SetProjectedResolution(int i_iX,
                                   int i_iY)
�����/���
��7���
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public boolean SetProjectionMode(boolean i_bProjMode)

Tries to set the projection mode in current attached driver.

���"����=

A - boolean describing which mode driver should switch to.

������=

If method succeeds it returns true, otherwise false.

����������
��

public void SetResolution(int i_iResX,
                          int i_iResY)
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��������
"��������%����2���$����������$7���
���������
public interface �$7������������ Interface WBCallbackInterface

�$:�0���������7����	�2�(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

�$:�0���������7����	�%%��(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

�$:�0���������7����A3(WBInterfaceMouseEvent)

�$:�0���������7����	�2�

public abstract void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDown(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e)
�$:�0���������7����	�%%��

public abstract void WBJavaInterfaceMouseDragged(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e)
�$:�0���������7����A3

public abstract void WBJavaInterfaceMouseUp(WBInterfaceMouseEvent e)
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$��/�
��
����$���
���
��
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----Window
                           |
                           +----Frame
                                   |
                                   +----JFrame
                                           |
                                           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBCalibration

public class �$���
���
��

extends JFrame

implements MouseListener

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$���
���
��()

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$���
���
��(String)

��
�()

"������
�8��(MouseEvent)

"����#�����(MouseEvent)

"����#�
���(MouseEvent)

"����������(MouseEvent)

"������������(MouseEvent)
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3�
��(Graphics)

�$���
���
��

public WBCalibration()
�$���
���
��

public WBCalibration(String sTitle)

��
�

public void Init()
"������
�8��

public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent i_Event)
"����#�����

public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent i_Event)
"����#�
���

public void mouseExited(MouseEvent i_Event)
"����������

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent i_Event)
"������������

public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent i_Event)
3�
��

public void paint(Graphics g)

.0�
���=

paint in class Container
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$��/�
��
����$:$�����
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----JComponent
                           |
                           +----AbstractButton
                                   |
                                   +----JButton
                                           |
                                           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBJButton

public class �$:$�����

extends JButton A keyboard button that sends a system key event when it gets pressed.

6��
��=

0.001a

�����=

Mario Toffia

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$:$�����(char)

Constructor

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$:$�����(String)

Constructor.

�$:$�����<"������
�8��(MouseEvent)
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Sends a system key event with the buttons name as an integer param.

�$:$�����

public WBJButton(char i_cChar)

Constructor

���"����=

A - char describing the keys name

�$:$�����

public WBJButton(String i_csText)

Constructor.

���"����=

A - string describing key name

�$:$�����<"������
�8��

public void WBJButton_mouseClicked(MouseEvent i_Event)

Sends a system key event with the buttons name as an integer param.
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$��/�
��
����$B� ����
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----Window
                           |
                           +----Dialog
                                   |
                                   +----JDialog
                                           |
                                           +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBKeyboard

public class �$B� ����

extends JDialog

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$B� ����()

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$B� ����(Frame)

��
�()

���1��
� ()

"�
�(String[])

���6
�
���(boolean)

�$B� ����

public WBKeyboard()
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�$B� ����

public WBKeyboard(Frame parent)

��
�

public void Init()
���1��
� 

public void addNotify()

.0�
���=

addNotify in class Dialog

"�
�

public static void main(String[] args)
���6
�
���

public void setVisible(boolean b)

.0�
���=

setVisible in class Component
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�����
"��������%����2���$����������$��/�
��
����$B� ���������
Object
   |
   +----Component
           |
           +----Container
                   |
                   +----JComponent
                           |
                           +----JPanel
                                   |
                                   +----
marratech.agent.wb.WBInterface.WBProjection.WBKeyboardPanel

public class �$B� ���������

extends JPanel

"��������%����2���$����������$��/���
����$B� ���������()

��
�()

�$B� ���������

public WBKeyboardPanel()

��
�

public void Init()
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��������
"��������%����2���$����������$�����
�������
public interface �$������������

�$��������#����
�8�3(WBInterfaceToolEvent)

�$������������
�8�3(WBInterfaceToolEvent)

�$��������#����
�8�3

public abstract void WBInterfaceEraserPickup(WBInterfaceToolEvent e)
�$������������
�8�3

public abstract void WBInterfacePenPickup(WBInterfaceToolEvent e)


